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Abstract

Channelingof high-energy particlesin straightandbentmulti-wall nanotubes(MWNT) has beenstudied incomputersimu-
lationsandcomparedto thechannelingproperties ofsingle-wallnanotubes(SWNT)andbent crystallattices.It is demonstrated
that MWNT can efficiently channel positively-charged high-energy particlestrappedbetweenthe walls of MWNT. Bending
dechannelingin MWNT hasbeen computed asa functionof theparticle momentumto nanotube curvatureradius ratio,pv/R.
It is found thata bentMWNT can steera particlebeam with bendingcapabilitiessimilar to thoseof bentsilicon crystallattice
and to thoseof best(i.e., the narrowest)SWNT. In view of channeling applications atparticleaccelerators,MWNT appear
favoredas comparedto SWNT,because MWNT can be produced quite straight(andin alignedarray),while SWNTis typically
very curved,thusposinga severe problemfor channeling applications.Therefore,we suggestthat MWNT provide a better
candidatefor channelingthanSWNT.
 2005Published by Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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1. Introduction

Bent channelingcrystals arewell establishedasa
technical tool forsteeringof particlebeams at acceler-
ators[1]. Therelated physicshasbeenexperimentally
tested in theenergyrangespanningoversix decades
from 3 MeV [2] to 900GeV [3,4]. Today,bent crys-
tals arebroadly usedfor extractionof 70-GeV protons
at IHEP (Protvino)with efficiencyof 85% routinely
obtainedat intensitywell over 1012 particle persec-
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Open access under CC BY lice
ond [5]. Channelingtechnique isused at IHEP for
beam deliverysince 1987 oneverydaybasis [6,7].
Abouttenchanneling crystals areinstalledonsix loca-
tions in themainring of the70 GeVprotonaccelerator
of IHEP. A bent crystal(5 mm Si) wasinstalled into
theYellow ring of the Relativistic HeavyIon Collider
whereit channeledAu ions and polarised protons o
100–250GeV/u,within theframeworkof thecollima-
tion experiment[8]. Therehasbeeninterest toapply
channelingtechniqueat accelerators fromTeV col-
liders for collimation andextraction[9–12] down to
sub-GeVmicrobeamfacilities [13], or, for instance,to
useit for achannelingundulator[14–16].
nse.
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Nanostructured material offers an interesting al
native to crystal lattices as a guide for channeled p
ticles [17,18]. First, it is a material with very unusua
properties[19]. The channels in the nano-ordered m
terial can be much wider than those in crystals, a
the channeled particles are trapped in two dimens
(in a nanotube) rather than in one dimension like w
crystal planar channels. Second, the nano-materia
be designed to fit applications the best, in princip
with a wide choice of geometrical characteristics a
atomic content[19,20].

Single-wall nanotube (SWNT) channeling has be
studied in computer simulations by several authors[17,
21–23]. In our previous simulation study[24] of chan-
neling in straight and bent SWNT we answered
question of what kind of nanotube geometry (diam
ter) would fit best the application of SWNT for partic
beam steering at accelerators. Another essential q
tion answered[24] was: how SWNT compares to be
crystal lattice in particle channeling. Narrow (order
1 nm in diameter or less) nanotubes were found to h
an efficiency of beam bending similar to that of silic
crystal lattice, while wider nanotubes appear use
for particle steering because of poor efficiency[24].

Multi-wall nanotubes (MWNT) have not been
subject of channeling research so far. While SW
with its wide channel looks at first glance a natura
attractive object for channeling research, MWNT i
rather dense pack of walls with the spacing of ab
0.34 nm (in the case of carbon) which is much n
rower than the width of SWNT. However, it is st
about two times larger than the spacing in the cry
lattice channels. MWNT are a very common nan
structure and actually were discovered first, ahea
SWNT.

An essential feature of MWNT is that it is ver
straight on production, unlike SWNT which is ve
curved. Also, MWNT are much more easily produc
as an aligned array of straight parallel tubes th
SWNT. From the practical viewpoint of channelin
applications all this is of paramount importance. Ho
ever, the channeling properties of MWNT have to
demonstrated first and clarified. Further on, the f
found in the study[24] that the spacing in the chann
should not be too large, in order to make it efficie
has also stimulated us to try MWNT for channelin
Finally, without Monte Carlo simulation of a partic
beam interaction with a nanostructure, it is very d
-

ficult to decide what kind of nanostructure would
best suited for channeling.

2. Channeling in MWNT

For Monte Carlo simulations of particle intera
tion with a MWNT we applied the same model
in our previous work[24] on SWNT channeling. Th
model was upgraded to take into account multi
walls. A MWNT has an internal diameter (the one
the narrowest tube in the pack) and an external di
eter. Their typical values are a few nanometers an
few tens of nanometer respectively, for carbon na
tubes[19,20].

Channeling inside the internal diameter of MWN
is not of interest, because of poor efficiency shown
to a large width of this channel[24] and because o
its small cross-section with respect to the total cro
section of the MWNT. Therefore, we were interes
in channeling between the walls in the bulk of MWN
Our simulations were done for carbon MWNT.

As previously, we average the potentialU(ρ,φ, z)

of a straight nanotube over the longitudinal coor
natez and azimuth angleφ to obtain a potentialU(ρ)

with cylinder symmetry. As in crystal channeling, t
averaging overz is well justified as a collision of a par
ticle with a nanotube wall under a glancing angle d
involve many thousand atoms along the particle
jectory. For the same reason, the averaging overφ is
equally justified if the nanotube has an arbitrary he
ity [22] as defined by nanotube indices (m,n). In the
special cases of zigzag (m = 0) or armchair (m = n)
nanotubes, the wall consists of atomic rows paralle
the nanotube axis; the nanotube potential is then
fined by the sum of potentials of the rows, and t
case deserves a separate consideration. Further
the Letter we apply only the averaged potentialU(ρ)

for a straight nanotube. This approach reveals the
eral features of nanotube channeling.

In a carbon SWNT, the channeled particles are c
fined in a potential wellU(ρ) with the depthU0 of
about 60 eV. The field experienced by a high-ene
particle moving in an aligned MWNT is the sum
the fields of single walls of different diameter with th
same axis. In addition to atomic potentials, in a na
tube bent with radiusR, an effective potential takin
into account a centrifugal termpvx/R is introduced
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similarly to bent crystals[1]:

Ueff(ρ,φ) = U(ρ,φ) + pvx

R
,

wherex = r cos(φ) is the coordinate in the direction o
bending,pv is the particle momentum times velocit

We use so-called standard potential introduced
Lindhard[25]. When averaged over (φ, z), the poten-
tial of SWNT is described by[17]:

USWNT(ρ)=4NZ1Z2e
2

3a

× ln

(
r2 + ρ2 + 3a2

S

|r2 − ρ2| + r2 + ρ2

+
√

(r2 + ρ2 + 3a2
S)2 − 4r2ρ2

|r2 − ρ2| + r2 + ρ2

)
.

HereZ1e,Z2e are the charges of the incident partic
and the nanotube nuclei, respectively,N is the number
of elementary periods along the tube perimeter,a =
0.142 nm is the carbon bond length; the SWNT rad
is r = Na

√
3/2π .

The screening distanceaS is related to the Bohr ra
diusaB by

(1)aS = aB

2

(
3π

4(Z
1/2
1 + Z

1/2
2 )

)2/3

for interaction between neutral atoms. In the Ge
mel’s review[26] this formula is applied also to pa
tially ionized projectiles. Further discussion of scree
ing distance can be found in Ref.[26]. For a point-like
charge or fully ionized projectile, a simpler formula
used:

(2)aS = aB

2

(
3π

4

)2/3

Z
−1/3
2 .

The potentialU(ρ) of MWNT is the sum of con-
tributions of SWNT making up the MWNT. Actually
only the two adjacent walls contribute sizably for t
particle located between them.

In a tube bent along thex direction, the motion of
a particle is described by the equations

(3)pv
d2x

dz2
+ dU(ρ)

dx
+ pv

R(z)
= 0,

(4)pv
d2y

dz2 + dU(ρ)

dy
= 0,
whereρ2 = x2 + y2. This takes into account only th
nanotube potential and the centrifugal potential. A
particle within close distance, order ofaS , from the
wall (where density of the nuclei is significant) is al
strongly affected by the nuclear scattering.

Two mechanisms of particle transfer from cha
neled to random states are well known for crysta
scattering on electrons and nuclei and curvature of
channel[1]. A typical nanotube is less than 0.1 mm
length at present. For such a short channel, the sca
ing on electrons within the bulk of the tube is insign
icant for high-energy particles. However, a curvat
of the tube could quickly (in less than one oscillatio
bring much of the channeled particles out of the
tential well or into close collisions with the nuclei o
the nanotube walls.

Fig. 1(a) shows an example of the trajectory o
particle channeled in a straight MWNT, trapped b
tween the pair of adjacent walls. The radial motion
the channeled particle is finite while in azimuthal
rection it is free.Fig. 1(b) shows an example of th
trajectory when MWNT is weakly bent; obviously, th
particle is localized in some range ofφ to conform to a
centrifugal force when moving along a bent nanostr
ture. An example of the stronger bending is illustra
by Fig. 1(c).

As a result of bending, the MWNT phase-space
transverse coordinates and transverse angles ava
for channeled particles is reduced. The particles ch
neled through a bent MWNT are deflected at the an
of MWNT bending.Fig. 2 shows an example of th
angular distribution of particles downstream of the 5
µm long MWNT bent 5 mrad, shown in the directio
of bending. Similarly to the pictures of bent crys
channeling, there is clear separation of channeled
nonchanneled peaks, with some particles lost (dec
neled along the tube) between the peaks.

This example shows that channeled particles
survive in a bent MWNT, so the effect could be us
for steering of high-energy particles provided its e
ciency in MWNT is good enough compared to SWN
and crystal lattices.

3. Comparison of MWNT to SWNT and to crystal
lattice

While the capability of MWNT to channel particle
could be hoped for from the standpoint of channel
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(b),
(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. An example of the trajectory of a 1-GeV proton injected between two walls of a straight MWNT (a); the same in a slightly bent
R = 14 cm, and strongly bent (c),R = 3 cm, MWNT.
an-
l-
not
nte

les
a-
ling
ngs
in-
theory, just from the existence of channels, the ch
neling efficiency of MWNT relative to other channe
ing structures such as SWNT and crystal lattices is
obvious at all, unless this issue is studied in Mo
Carlo simulations.
We looked in simulations how channeled partic
survive in multi-wall nanotubes of different curv
tures. The Monte Carlo studies of nanotube channe
efficiency were done over a broad range of bendi
for the nanotube, and with a range of MWNT size (
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Fig. 2. An example of 1-GeV proton angular distribution dow
stream of a bent MWNT, in the direction of bending.

ner and outer diameters) about its typical value i
synthesized MWNT. A parallel beam of 1 GeV pr
tons was entering a carbon nanotube, where pro
were tracked over 50 µm. Multiple scattering was
included, so we did evaluate only the effects of be
ing dechanneling.Fig. 3shows the number of proton
channeled through 50 µm of MWNT as a function
the centrifugal forcepv/R; for comparison, we also
show the same function for SWNT and Si(110) crys
lattice.

Fig. 3 shows similar slopes of the curves f
MWNT, SWNT and Si(110), this means that the nu
ber of channeled particles in a MWNT declines a
rate similar to that in the other efficient channeli
structures. This holds true both for the moderate be
ings from 0.1 to 1 GeV/cm (equivalent to 30–300 T
magnetic field,Fig. 3(a)) where silicon channelin
crystals are used for beam steering at the high-en
accelerators nowadays, and for the strong bending
1–4 GeV/cm (equivalent to 300–1200 T,Fig. 3(b)).
Such a study was done for MWNT of different exte
nal and internal diameter, and the same results w
obtained; the parameter that matters was the inter
spacing fixed at 0.34 nm. Notice that MWNT com
petes with the best of SWNT (�1 nm diameter) while
wider SWNT (�1 nm) are less efficient in steerin
(bending) of the channeled particles.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. The number of 1-GeV protons channeled through a
MWNT (50 µm long) shown as a function of the centrifugal for
pv/R; for comparison, also shown is the same dependence
SWNT (diameters 0.55 nm and 11 nm) and for Si(110) crystal
tice. Two ranges were studied: moderate bendings (a) and stron
bendings (b).

4. Further research and potential applications

The feasibility of experiments to test channeli
and coherent scattering with the existing sample
very short (tens of micron) nanotubes at high ene
accelerators has been demonstrated in Monte C
simulations[27,28]. These studies could be extend
also to the comparison of MWNT versus SWNT. Su
experiments are in preparation at IHEP and LNF. Pr
tical considerations, such as the demand for a g
alignment within the array of nanotubes, could p
a leading role in the choice of nanostructured ma
ial for channeling studies. Since we have shown t
MWNT are at least as good channeling structures
SWNT, further considerations driven by technolo
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may well switch the general interest from SWNT
MWNT as channeling candidates. While SWNT a
very curly on production in general, MWNT are qu
straight and come in aligned arrays, which is a gr
technological advantage in view of channeling ap
cation.

With high energy beams and typically short na
otubes available, the issue ofdechanneling length due
to scattering on electrons within the bulk of the tube
less important at the time. However, this issue is ph
cally very interesting because of low electronic dens
(and hence low electronic scattering) in the bulk of
nanotube, and it deserves a special study.

Whereas the interest to nanotube channeling at
early stage is more academic, some application ca
be quoted in relation with unique capabilities of na
otube channeling. There is a need in beams of v
small emittance, “microbeams” or even “nanobeam
and channeling technique can be a help here[13]. The
capability to produce beams with very small cro
section, i.e., “nano-beams”, will be helpful in medic
biological, and technological applications. We re
to [13,29]for discussion of it.

5. Summary

Channeling and centrifugal dechanneling pheno
ena have been demonstrated and studied for posit
charged particles in MWNT. As shown in comput
simulations, MWNT can channel particle beams w
efficiency similar to that of crystal channeling, a
to that of SWNT, despite the fact that the geome
of MWNT, and respectively the potential wells whe
channeled particles can be trapped, are very diffe
from the case of SWNT.

Together with the advantage of MWNT produc
typically quite straight (unlike SWNT with strong pa
asitic curvature) and in aligned arrays, this finding s
gests that a MWNT is a better candidate for chann
ing than a SWNT. Multi-wall nanotubes could ma
a basis for an efficient technique of beam steerin
particle accelerators.
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